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Summary:

Coolhunting is an innovative marketing tool. It observes socio-cultural contexts
making it possible to translate research results into future trends. This article

explains how an up to the minute cosmetic application (stick skincare products for
the face) has been developed, thanks to an analysis of the archetype and

metatrend of the tree. 

COOLHUNTING AS A METHODOLOGY IN COSMETICS (Introduction) 
Coolhunting is a marketing tool based on the observation of emerging trends and
cultural models across various sectors: art, design, fashion, media and even
cosmetics. It is an applied market research method, a non-standard,
pseudoscientific and longitudinal observation model, focusing on all that is cool. (1)

It’s methodologies range from: 
• ethnographic techniques, 
• psycological studies, 
• mindset evaluations,
• iconographic insights,

Analysing changes in people’s habits, intercepting the passions and pleasures of
people today, as well as their aspirations for tomorrow, is all in a day’s work for a
coolhunter. 

What about coolhunting in cosmetics? Coolhunting, is an innovative research
method whose objective is to create a state of the art image that represents a
company and strengthens its identity in the market.  A coolhunter creates a
compass that indicates the direction of the system of aesthetic values in various
groups of potential customers. 



Which analytical tools are used? Firstly, there is field work to identify codes and
secondly, desk work to study these codes using semiotics, media and
generational and intellectual insights. Ideas and observations, become
moodboards and indispensable reports. Data cross-referencing, provides a
picture of aesthetic trends, consumption and communication that define the
communication strategies of a company and its product. (2)

FROM ARCHETYPES TO BEAUTY
Coolhunting meticulously studies the world of symbols, identifying objects and
shapes that appear to have a double meaning and hide a message that the
human brain, is surprisingly, able to decipher. How is this possible? We could say
that it is all down to the archetypes, the dictionary of our reality.
The word archetype from Ancient Greek means ‘’image’’. It is a common way of
sharing concepts and reading reality… Each archetype can be linked to four
human motivations: belonging, stability, independence and change. 
An archetype is an innate symbol of the subconscious that gives shape to a
collective memory warehouse of all of humanity’s experiences! 
What is surprising, however, is that the past and future are already inside us and
as the brilliant Jung once said ‘Who looks outside dreams, who looks inside
awakes!’’  (3)
How is all of this linked to cosmetics? Archetypes help in the analysis and
development of a product, to build a bridge of understanding between a brand
and its demographic… Archetype branding, in fact, studies how brands with a
close connection to the consumer, interpret archetypes of which they are a
reflection! 
For Lego it is the Creator, for Apple the Magician and for Victoria’s Secret the
Lover, to give just a few examples. (fig. 1)
Psychological-social tension, emotion and catharsis are the 3 rules brands follow,
to represent the narratives of people by means of these archetypes to reinforce
a brand’s identity (4) 

ARCHETYPE WATCHING 
The streets of Milan, immersed in the zeitgeist, have shown how fashion, design
and art have employed archetypes for narration.
It was the end of 2020, with the New Year just a few weeks away, when insights
notably referenced a famous biblical story…



Enzo Mari’s Apple, the Great Mother and femininity, the Snake by Toilet Paper,
the power of healing and deliverance from evil, the Hand, the need for
solidarity and the discovery of the unknown during the days of social
distancing and the Tree by Louis Vuitton – the life and axis around which the
Universe arranges and perpetually regenerates itself (5) (fig.2)
In just over 2 years their credibility in society has been confirmed, as has the
extent to which they have influenced consumption and product choice even
today.

In the field of cosmetics, archetypes have been the inspiration for innovative
formulas, suggestions for raw materials and ideas for products. Close work
with formulators has allowed for the identification of additional inputs, thus
transforming research, from abstract to concrete. (6) 

TREE: FROM THE ARCHYTYPE TO THE METATREND
On an archetypical level, the Tree connects two worlds, Heaven and Earth. It is
the image of a process of the growth of humanity. The Tree is the key player
among the archetypes analysed, and is also a metatrend! This is why we
identify current times as, ‘The Era of the Tree’’. (fig.3)
One of the projects developed this year by the Bregaglio Observatory with the
Application Laboratory, was  to interpret and translate this very ‘cool’ symbol
into cosmetics. 
What is a metatrend? Meta comes from the Greek µeta and means ‘after ‘ and
‘beyond and indicates change, transformation. In the case of coolhunting it
means a change that causes a change.
A change that can emerge across different sectors and include multiple
themes. It does not yet have a well-defined form and influences the micro and
macrotrends and is extensive.  Think of a tide that pushes the waves towards
the beach!!!

It is similar to metaphysics that seeks to explain the primary elements of
reality, the world and human life (trends) independently of any experience
data.

Of course in this case, we are using reality data (trends) together with the
original data of trained intuition (training + information), 
The elements under scrutiny to find out what the metatrends are, can be
found in a mapping of thought between Philosophy, Science, Art. (7)  



WHAT IS THE SPIRIT OF A METATREND? KEYWORDS
Naturalness, spirituality, co-existence, humanisation, slowness, resilience, feelings
and balance
are the eight keywords that help us understand the dynamics, emotions, needs,
and the key moods, for the emergence of the Tree archetype. (fig.4)

One characteristic of these keywords, in fact, is their abounding presence in the
cultural mood: news publications, advertising, product descriptions, political
speeches, talk shows and without even realising it, daily conversations among
colleagues…This is where the word becomes an interesting concept to study.

Keywords are primarily a photo of current times. (fig.5)

Their authenticity is visible in their ability to simultaneously describe the very
obvious characteristics of the Tree, as well as the everyday lives we lead. They are
therefore, further proof of the existence of the metatrend! (8) 

BALANCE AND THE TREE  
If there is something that everyone agrees on, it is the profound sense of stability
and at the same time, balance that a tree projects. Branches and roots, appear in
perfect harmony, like the earth and sky. Leaves and fruits stretch outwards, with
the roots firmly steadfast in Mother Earth. 

Do these images perhaps represent the two worlds of, Metaverse and Reality, which
we enter and exit with the ease of a click? 

The ‘right’ balance for Middle Earth, however, the more personal and true terrain
that lies between an individual and the outside world, is a mirage, a necessity for the
post-modern man that products and lifestyle aim to respond to. There is a yoga
position, called the tree, in fact, that symbolises human growth, ‘the tree that is in
us’’ that, interestingly, is very difficult to do if  you can’t find your centre. 

It might be a little spiritual to grasp but those on track with future trends, will see a
desire for concreteness as a priority. Humans over the following years, inspired by
the archetype of the tree, will need a very solid ‘ME’ to metaphorically balance the
canopy and roots without losing themselves in the fluidity of the present. 

The absence of permanence combined with continual change, has, in fact, brought
about a sense of ill ease. A self- identity that is aerial and inconsistent, has caused
feelings of discontent, to the extent that individuals feel excluded from society. 



When did psychological suffering increase? How far has the spirit distanced itself
from its own body in an extreme dualism? What value does the body have when a
pixar composed avatar perfoms its function perfectly well 

If absence is the same as presence, all that remains to say is…we need CONCRETE
WELLNESS! 

CONCRETE WELLNESS, THE NEW FORM OF BALANCE 
The Western world overtakes the East in the search for its own identity on a more
intimate level. 
Current events demand a reboot type of personality if we don’t want to lose what
we were and what we will be, starting with how Westerners go through life - in
balance?
 
On the other side of the Ocean, in fact,  people ask themselves what wellness,
means. It is a modern term with ancient roots that embodies a holistic vision that is
typically oriental. Now, however, we delve into the cool waters of the United States,
to reemerge with a greater desire to take risks, compared to the land of the rising
sun. In Hollywood, where dreams, if pursued with determination, become reality,
this ambition is already in the air. What about Europe then? Observe and learn.  
  
The Global Wellness Institute defines wellness as a lifestyle – an  ‘active pursuit’,
whose choice and actions have direction, the constant search for a  solid new
balance in which six dimensions meet: physical, mental, emotional, spiritual, social
and environmental (12)

Why is the West progressing? Its practicality and tangibility  bordering on excess and
that sense of timelessness. Consider brands like Ralph Lauren and Tommy Hilfiger,
that have remained unvaried over time. These are the factors that become
paramount, when, like now, certainty and conviction crumble.

‘Feel good’ rituals will become easy and intuitive and regrettably, to keep things
simple, they will be lacking in fascinating astrological connections! Simple doesn’t
mean mundane but a combination of priorities, in terms of values, and this will be
reflected in cosmetic products too.



 
 

STONE AGE 
Spectators of the end of an era please note, the signals of the zeitgeist were clear 
 - an apple, a snake, a hand and a tree. In the background a system still remains
but now it is time to rebuild! 
In the post-apocalyptic era what are the beauty requirements? Tactility, with stone
as a symbol?

Why stone? 
This is what the Earth is made of. It is solid like the reality we so desire and
irregular like the search for spirituality. It is rich in memories, that condition the
mind, but can be reprogrammed to find a new balance. 

The Mad Max atmosphere of the installations by the visionary Lionel Jadot, during
the Fuorisalone 22 in Milan, gives us a taste: a real instruction manual of
reinventing a life in perfect Burning Man style! (13) (fig.7)

A CONCRETE WELLNESS THAT PROMOTES ‘HO-OPONOPONO’
In the same way we are responsible for the planet’s survival, in a very real sense,
and events are  testimony to this, the rise in sea levels, climatic changes and
conflicts, we are also responsible for everything that happens in our lives through
conscious actions that create personal harmony.

Values and conditions should be continuously sought after in our everyday lives by
means of a daily exercise in awareness, or ‘ho-oponopono’ as the Hawaiians call it.  
This is a type of shock therapy that aims to  ‘put things back in their place’, firstly
on a personal level and then for the community as a whole. It is an ancestral
practice of populations in the Pacific Ocean aimed at purging memories and
resentments that compromise our lives. 

Purging oneself to eliminate what isn’t needed anymore, as it impedes ‘seeing’
clearly, is a psychological necessity, particularly relevant today, in this era of
negative memories… (15)     

Do we need to be more self-owned to get a clearer understanding of what we
have inside us? Maybe. Most certainly the intention mustn’t be to confine those
extraordinary moments to spiritual or philosophical quests (hermits in the
Himalayas?! Retreats in Tibet in monasteries for monastic experiences…). These
are fleeting moments and find no place in daily life. 

. 



The extraordinary, in fact, will be stony and tactile like the Earth, in other words
simple and approachable. 

A reference to the Great Mother, couldn’t not be an overriding factor in beauty too! 

Care of body and mind will become key, adopting new rules and offering chances for
expression that resembles an enlightenment, this time, with the senses as its
empirical signal.
Where can we find all of this? In the key word ‘balance’, that perfectly describes one
of the waves that rides the zeitgeist in which the archetype of the tree is synonymous
with extra-normality and concreteness. 

COSMETIC APPLICATION
In the field of cosmetics the demand for concreteness and certainty, of something to
feel and touch, is expressed in an increase in the R&D for solid products including
stick formats. 

So it isn’t just a question of sticks for lips. Skin care has also embraced this new
format.

The formulation and texture of end-products for the face, are essentially different
from those for lips. The surfaces of lips and face differ from one another.  A lip’s
stratum corneum, called the pseudo-mucous membrane, has keratinocytes that are
only partially cornificated and have neither a  stratum granulosm nor a stratum
lucidum. The skin’s stratum corneum has 15 to 16 cell layers whereas lips only have 3
to 4. This makes lips more vulnerable to weather conditions and dehydration and
means they need products that are extremely moisturising and nourishing (16).
Stick products for the face have to be lighter, less greasy and waxy, easy to apply
with good ease of movement. Waxes and butters with different melting points that
provide structure  and create a waterfall of softness, like for example synthetic
polyethylene waxes with different degrees of polymerisation (melting points from 50
°C to 100°C) have to be selected appropriately.

Our field of research indicates a need for a deeper inner awareness  that is reflected
in a slow external treatment, in the sense of being  “done well”.
This analysis has resulted in the quest for and formulation of actives for scrubs as
well as detoxifying,  purifying and anti-oxidant products in stick format.
Sticks are anhydrous formulations, that come under the water-free category, and
therefore require fat-soluble actives in powder or liquid form, since the productive
processes have to be thermally stable.



Among powder actives for scrubs, raw materials can be used that have a mechanical
action,  like Sucrose and Hydrated Silica.
In detoxifying or antioxidant stick formats, micro-encapsulated actives can be used,
where the active is stabilised and dispersed in a water-free matrix. During use,
release occurs due to the mechanical action when contact is made with moist skin
(TEWL).
Examples include microencapsulated salicylic acid (INCI: Hydrolyzed Corn Starch
Octenylsuccinate 45.00 - 50.00 125109-81-1 - Plant Cocamidopropyl Dimethylamine
25.00 - 30.00 68140-01-2 268-771-8 Plant, Synthetic Glyceryl Stearate 15.00 - 20.00
11099-07-3;123- 94-4;31566-31-1 204-664-4 Plant Salicylic Acid ) which has a
keratolytic,  comedolitic and bacteriostatic action. (18)  
. 
Vitamin  C and E micro-encapsulated, (INCI: Hydrolyzed Corn Starch
Octenylsuccinate, Ascorbic Acid, Hydrated Silica, Tocopherol ) with known
antioxidant and anti-aging properties.

This patented technology provides for double encapsulation, the actives are
contained in sub. Microspheres with a diameter of 0.1-2 microm and then re-
encapsulated in wider microspheres. 

The range of natural liquids comprises both oily extracts, whose thermal stability
must be assessed, as well as  esters, alkanes, thermally stable natural oils, which can
contribute, not only to the effectiveness of the stick, but also to its gloss or matt
effect, depending on its refractive index .

Amongst natural oils that have thermal stability and a high refractive index,  we find
for example, tomato oil or opuntia oil, that give a gloss effect to the stick, whilst
alkanes of natural origin with a chain of different lengths, with a low refraction index,
give the stick more of a matt finish.

Here we come to the importance of the packaging’s texture.
In the sensorial analysis of an emulsion, the first step is an evaluation of the
consistency of the cream through sampling, called a “pick up” followed by applying
the cream, “rub out”. In stick skin-care products these two steps are highly
influenced by the packaging that you hold in your hand, which you touch, during
both the “sampling” and application of the product, conferring tactile sensations.



CONCLUSION
Coolhunting research has revealed the archetype and the metatrend of the tree as
a symbol of society.

The tree will guide our future requirements for finding a solid ‘ME’ that
metaphorically balances the tree canopy and roots without losing the fluidity of the
moment. Values and conditions need to be continuously sought after in daily life
through a daily exercise of awareness. This is a type of shock therapy that aims to
‘put things back in their place’, firstly on a personal level and then for the
community as a whole.
Purging oneself to eliminate what isn’t needed anymore, as it impedes ‘seeing’
clearly, is a psychological necessity, particularly relevant today, in this era of
negative memories. 

Which cosmetic trend has been identified through research and immersion in the
zeitgeist? A need for concrete wellness that is, practical, tangible and timeless. In
truth we have witnessed the end of a world leaving behind a system. It’s now time
to rebuild. Tomorrow calls for a new mindset.
Beauty needs, therefore, in the post-apocalyptical era will essentially be tactility,
with stone as an important symbol since it is solid, just as the reality that we so
seek. 

The evidence recorded has served as a source of inspiration for the development
for formulations in stick form that embody the urgency of tomorrow for solidity
and tangibility.
The demands on the other hand for a deeper interior awareness, is found in
treatments for external use, like for example, cosmetics for the face with detox and
purifying functions.

This is concrete wellness.
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